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Abstract. Automatic model-based generation of user interfaces is a potential
strategy to enable individuals with disabilities to control products and services
with an interface that fits their specific needs. Most of the existing work and
models have been focused on mainstream users and have evolved into complex,
multilayered approaches. In this paper, we describe a new, simpler input model,
the FIN-USI model, which is a bridge between the basic input a system/device
needs for functionality (the Functionality Input Needs; FINs) and the basic input
that users provide as input in an abstract, modality independent manner (User-
Sensible Inputs; USIs). An abstract model of a user interface can be made up of
FIN and USI elements. Each FIN and USI element consists of a type of input and
characteristics that are applied to that input type. Input elements may be grouped
for functionality or usability reasons. All the components of the model are
described and examples of application are given in this paper.
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1 Introduction

People with disabilities often find it difficult or impossible to complete tasks with user
interfaces (UIs) that do not meet their needs or are not operable with their abilities. There
are many potential strategies for creating accessible interfaces for people with disabilities
[1]. Built-in interfaces may be designed using a universal/inclusive design process to try to
accommodate as many users as is commercially feasible [2]. Software and web UIs may
be designed in accordance with accessibility standards, such as the Web Content Accessi‐
bility Guidelines (WCAG) 2.0 [3] and application program interfaces (APIs), such as
IAccessibile2, AT-SPI, UIAExpress, NSAccessibility, UIAccessibility, MSAA, UIA, and
others [4–6] so that assistive technologies can be used. A manufacturer may also go so far
as to create several alternative UIs for different expected user populations. All of these
strategies require deep knowledge of accessible design and the resources necessary for
development and testing with all of the different types, degrees, and combinations of the
disabilities targeted. Furthermore, these accessibility strategies also focus on common
disability groups—they are not personalized. This makes accessibility difficult to extend
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to people who have needs and preferences that are uncommon or conflict with those of
other users.

Automatic, model-based generation of user interfaces is potentially a powerful strategy
for creating interfaces that fit each person’s needs and preferences [7]. Using underlying
models of a UI, an interface generator on a person’s Personal Alternative User Interface
(PAUI) device (such as a mobile phone running special interface software) could create an
interface tailored to the user [1]. The PAUI’s interface might have features for the person,
such as a dynamic braille display, text-to-speech, or alternative input modalities. The one-
size-fits-one approach of automatic interface generation could then provide a usable inter‐
face even if no manually-designed interfaces for the device are accessible to the individual.
This paper does not specifically focus on the generation of UIs, but instead on models that
could support UI generation.

Models for the generation of UIs have been developed as standards and as the output of
research projects. Many of the research-oriented models suffer from being too complex and
difficult to implement for their resulting benefit [8, 9] and have not been used by industry
in any meaningful way. Models that have been successfully tested with users (e.g., [7, 10])
have tended to be simpler. Unfortunately, models that have been developed to this point
have generally been focused on relatively limited types of interaction and input, such as
input that can be handled by form-like interfaces, rather than considering a broader range
of what various systems might require for input. There is a need for a simple model for user
interface generation that covers a broader range of user input that systems need for opera‐
tion, yet is practical enough for industry use. In this paper, we describe such a model and its
development.

2 Background

Model-based UI generation relies on a separation between the user interface and the func‐
tionality that is to be controlled. This separation of concerns was introduced with the
Seeheim model [11] and is now a common software architecture pattern that underlies
Model-View-Controller [12], Model-View-Presenter [13], Model-View-ViewModel [14],
and other patterns. In COUSIN [15], an early user interface management system, this sepa‐
ration was emphasized to automatically generate a UI from an abstract definition of the
functionality. Several potential advantages were found with this approach: reduced effort for
UI design, UIs with more user support, easier involvement of human factors experts, more
consistent UIs, and the ability to provide multiple UIs [15]. This separation between the user
interface and functionality also potentially allows for alternative UIs to communicate with
the underlying system functionality. Despite seemingly potential benefits, the automatic
generation of UIs has made little headway in mainstream UI development.

2.1 Models for User Interface Generation

A number of models have been developed to facilitate the generation of user interfaces.
Many of the models that have been developed can be categorized using the CAMELEON
reference framework [16, 17], which foresees models at four levels:
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• Concept & Task Models define the tasks a user is expected to perform and the domain
objects with which a person will interact.

• Abstract UI Models define interface elements independently of specific interaction
modalities.

• Concrete UI Models specify the interactors (widgets) that will be used, which are
targeted to a particular platform, environment, and modality.

• Final UI is the runnable user interface that can be executed as binary code or an
interpreted language.

A user interface generator may take models at any of these levels and may incorporate
other models and information about the user, the context of use, and the environment to
generate the final UI. Fully automatic generation of UIs is challenging [9]. Because of this,
many of the model-based interface generation research programs have limited their work to
semi-automatic generation of user interfaces [8]. This hand-tuning of interfaces is unaccept‐
able as a scalable solution for providing customized or close-fitting access to people with
disabilities. Most model-based user interface projects have focused only on mainstream
users, leaving the creation of interface generators for people with disabilities as future work,
with two notable exceptions. In the SUPPLE project, a constraint-based approach was used
to layout graphical user interfaces (GUIs) for people with physical disabilities [7]. In the
MyUI project, a pattern-based approach was used to create UIs for older people interacting
with specific applications on a television [18].

Early model-based systems were developed to generate interfaces because, at the time,
creation of UIs was a particularly difficult process. Modern UI toolkits and visual editors
were not yet available. With the Mickey system [19], basic menus and dialog boxes were
generated from specialized function signatures and comments in the application logic code.
The Jade system [20] utilized a basic textual specification of seven types of inputs.

As frameworks were further developed, they generally became more complex. The
MASTERMIND system [21] was one of the first to include a task model, which was
modeled in terms of goals and preconditions. Since then, many model-based UI generation
projects have included a task model or other higher-level model of the interface. The
TRIDENT system [22] relies on task models in the form of an Activity Chaining Graph.
ConcurTaskTrees [23] is a hierarchical task model that is included as a component of the
TERESA [24] and MARIA [25] projects. The UsiXML project uses FlowiXML [26] as a
task model, which is itself an extension of ConcurTaskTrees. The task models can be
helpful in improving an interface by providing information that can be used in grouping and
navigation [27]. Producing task models also requires more effort, which may not be worth
the investment for manufacturers.

There are some notable exceptions to the general trend towards increasing model
complexity. The SUPPLE system [7] represents abstract UIs with a combination of primi‐
tive input types and container types. The Personal Universal Controller (PUC) system [28]
defines interfaces in a similar way, with a limited set of input elements and a tree interface
structure that can be adjusted based on dependency information. Both systems were tested
with users and showed performance and other benefits over manufacturer and other one-
size-fits-all UIs [7, 10].

A widely-used type of model at the Concrete and Final UI levels are GUI toolkits. Many
GUI toolkits are available. Toolkit widgets may support input from multiple modalities
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(e.g., keyboard, mouse, and touch input), which can make them easier to use by people with
disabilities. Toolkits for GUIs may also have built-in support for accessibility APIs. Assis‐
tive technology, such as screen readers, can use these APIs in their functioning to present an
alternative UI to users. Without accessibility APIs, using assistive technology can be more
difficult or impossible. There are strategies, such as off-screen models [29] that can be used,
but these are more difficult and may only be available for the most commonly used appli‐
cations. However, basing an adapted or alternative interface on an accessible graphical user
interface may result in layers of interface. For example, a person with a screen reader listens
to and interacts with an audio representation (layer 1) of a graphical interface (layer 2) to
control a system’s functionality (layer 3). This layering and indirection can lead to unnec‐
essary complexity and confusion.

Some interface models at different levels of abstraction have been standardized. The
HyperText Markup Language (HTML) is ubiquitous on the web and evolved from a
language initially for the publication and exchange of documents to one that supports
complex applications. Markup in HTML5 [30] can be extended with scripts to enhance the
type of applications and interactions that can be created, but this can lead to inaccessible
interfaces if care is not taken. XForms [31] offers a potentially more flexible way of speci‐
fying forms with richer processing logic than HTML, but is used much less in practice. To
better support assistive technology in dynamic HTML, WAI-ARIA [32] was developed and
can be used to provide compatible assistive technology with enhanced metadata about
elements’ roles and states. The Universal Remote Console (URC; ISO/IEC 24752:2014) is
a system that can discover and allow remote control of compatible target devices through
an interface socket [33]. This socket is defined in an XML language with a resource layer
that defines different groupings and dependencies and uses XML Schema [34] data types.
Interfaces for a URC controller may be manually designed or automatically generated for
simple target systems [35]. Although not a system for user interface generation, the Common
Access Profile (ISO/IEC 24756:2009) uses a two-sided approach for assessing the matching
quality of a system’s capabilities with a user’s needs. However, this approach is focused on
modality-matching and does not accommodate individual user interface elements.

All the models and projects discussed so far work for form-like interfaces, where
users interact with buttons and enter data into sequential fields in a time-independent
manner. Form fill-in is only one of a range of interaction styles [36]. Not all interactions
with systems fit this paradigm.

2.2 User Input Beyond Forms

Several taxonomies of user input have been created (forms are a subset of each). In an early
attempt to categorize input, six elemental tasks were proposed for graphical computer
systems: Select, Position, Orient, Path, Quantify, and Text [37]. These elemental tasks could
potentially be accomplished through different interface techniques. This list of elemental
tasks is not a list of perceptual tasks that people do on a computer, but was proposed instead
as a different way to think about and categorize input for those systems. Other taxonomies
of input characterize input devices rather than the tasks one might perform. Buxton focused
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on continuous input devices and characterized their properties sensed and number of dimen‐
sions supported [38]. This work was extended to other devices and dimensions of input
in [39].

For creating interfaces for people with disabilities a modality-independent approach, like
that of [37] is more appropriate. However, it is still important to consider these other,
broader taxonomies of input as well. Novel and modality-dependent input may be used to
provide input that is outside the form input paradigm.

3 The FIN-USI Model

There were four goals for the model as it was developed.

1. Allow for the creation of UIs that meet the needs of users. All users have needs and
preferences when interacting with UIs. People with disabilities may have different
needs from others. A PAUI and UI generator must use the model and create an
interface that meets these individual needs.

2. Model a broad range of input that systems need for proper functioning. Users need
to be able to control functionality of a variety of systems and should not be limited
to systems that only have form-like input requirements.

3. Require as few base components as possible. Complex models are more difficult to
implement for both manufacturers and PAUI developers. With a limited vocabulary
of required inputs that must be supported, PAUI developers do not need to create as
many interactors and UI generation rules for users who have unique input needs.

4. Allow for extensions to improve usability. Expressiveness is limited with a small
vocabulary. Optional extensions can enable richer interface generators that support
a wider range of interactors that are tuned for particular types of inputs.

The user interface needs of all users fall into three broad categories [1]. All users,
including people with disabilities, must be able to perceive all information, must under‐
stand that information, and must be able to operate all controls necessary for all function‐
ality. Interfaces generated via a suitable UI generator on a PAUI would cover the user needs
of perception and operation (i.e., a generator should only use interactors that use a modality
that the individual can perceive and interactions that the individual can operate). The user’s
ability to understand the input they are to provide and how to do so is a function of both the
interface model and generated interface.

3.1 Model Development Process

To create a simpler yet more comprehensive model than those that currently exist, the
authors started by examining a variety of sources and literature. By better understanding the
limitations and successes of other models, the best features of these models could be incor‐
porated into the new model. The model was developed in an iterative process. First a poten‐
tial model was proposed, and then real-world interfaces were modeled. When the model
could not accommodate a real-world interface, the model was revisited and revised. The
FIN-USI model is the result.
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3.2 Description of the FIN-USI Model

A user interface is a bridge between the user and the functionality they wish to control. The
FIN-USI model is an abstract model of input that is provided through a user interface. Like
a bridge, the FIN-USI model has two ends. The Functionality Input Need (FIN) end models
the input needs of the functionality of the device, software, or system. For example, what
does the tuner part of a television or the refrigeration functionality of a refrigerator need as
user input in its most basic, modality-independent form? The FINs are very different from
what a user interface needs a user to provide. A user needs to be able to find and push the
Channel Up and Down buttons on a specific remote control to tune the television, but the
TV only needs to know the channel number (the FIN). With refrigerators, the user needs to
find and twist a knob on the inside of one, or push buttons on another to set the tempera‐
ture, but both refrigerators only need to know the settings and do not care how it is entered.
If users cannot fulfill the FIN using an available user interface (because the available UI
does not fit their needs), and no alternate interface is available to them, then they will be
unable to use that functionality.

The User-Sensible Input (USI) end is a model of abstract, modality-independent inter‐
actors that a user needs to be able to perceive, understand, and operate in order to fulfill the
system’s FINs. The FIN and USI components of the model are related by transformation
functions which translate user-understandable input into the system-understandable input
that the device requires. In this way, USIs fulfill FINs. The double-ended aspect of the FIN-
USI model is unique among interface models and accounts for situations where the needs
that a system has differs from what a user needs and understands. The relationship between
USI and FIN elements (where each element is an input component) is shown in Fig. 1.

USI Element

USI
Type USI

Characteristics

FIN Element

FIN
Type FIN

Characteristics

Transformation 
function

Semantic 
resources

Fig. 1. The relationship between a USI and FIN Element and their subcomponents. The value
that a user inputs to a user-sensible input (USI) element is transformed to fulfill a functionality
input need (FIN). Semantic resources are applied to USI elements to make the purpose of the input
understandable to users. An individual FIN or USI element is comprised of a type and any
applicable characteristics.

Both the FIN and USI models have three major components:

• Types: The FIN Types are the raw data or other input that a system needs, whereas
the USI Types are user- understandable forms of data and other input.
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• Characteristics: The FIN/USI Characteristics define the manner in which the
FIN/USI types must be provided.

• Groups: The FIN Groups identify data that must be grouped together for submission
on the functionality end, while the USI Groups organize and provide context to the
user input.

In short, the FIN/USI types are what a system needs and a user must provide, the
FIN/USI characteristics are how the inputs are provided, and the FIN/USI groups are
how the inputs are organized and submitted.

FIN Types. The FIN Types are a hierarchical organization of the types of input that
functionality needs (see Fig. 2).

FIN Type

User Input

Command FIN Object FIN

* Physical 
Object

Virtual Object

Value FIN

Composite Value

Simple Value

* Nonuser input

Fig. 2. Hierarchical class diagram of the upper levels of the Functionality Input Need (FIN)
Types. Classes that are not the focus of the paper (Nonuser and Physical Object Input classes) are
marked with asterisks and shaded. They are included in the FIN model for completeness.

The input to a system may come from the user or from non-user sources (e.g., data from
sensors, such as GPS, from network sources, or other channels). The User Input FIN type
can be further broken down into Command, Object, and Value FIN types. With Command
FINs a system requires a request or command to be issued by the user for the system to
enact some functionality. With Object FINs a system requires physical (objects, environ‐
ments, or events in the real physical world—for example, a copier needs paper) or virtual
objects (data or files) for functionality. Physical objects (such as using a biometric scanner,
loading paper into a copier, having a voice recorded for speaker recognition, providing
printed text for optical character recognition and translation, or use of a specific physical
control) have inherent barriers to some people with disabilities that cannot easily be amelio‐
rated with software-based changes to an interface. Value FINs are variables or data that a
system accepts as input and are among the most common types of input. These values are
understandable to the system and may or may not be understandable to users in their raw
form. Simple Value FINs correspond to atomic data types that a system accepts, including
Boolean, text, and scalar values. Composite Value FINs are comprised of other Value FINs.
For example, an ISO-8601-format date-time FIN is a Scalar FIN with a representation like
“2007-01-06T15:20:55-06:00”. Another system might use a different date-time scale, such
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as a UNIX-epoch-date-time FIN (also a Scalar FIN) with a representation like
“1168118455”. As another example, systems that need the user to input a color might inter‐
nally use different representations of color with different color models: for example, RGB,
RGBA, HSV, HSL, CMYK, and others (which are all Composite Value FINs with multiple
Scalar FINs along different dimensions) or color spaces such as Pantone, which can be
described with ID numbers (which is a type of Text FIN). Value FIN types are practically
unlimited because they must meet the specific needs of a system’s functionality which may
vary broadly between systems.

An interface generator based solely on FINs does not meet Goal 1 (because FINs may
not be understandable in raw form to users) or Goal 3 (because there are a practically
infinite variety of FIN types). Instead, it is proposed that an interface generator use the USI
Types, which are limited in number, and which can be converted with transformation func‐
tions to fulfill the FIN Types.

USI Types. The USI Types are a hierarchical organization of types of basic input that
are understandable to users (see Fig. 3). It is restricted to user input that can be provided
through software-based interactors. The USI Type model does not fulfill the Nonuser
Input and Physical Object FIN Types because those needs cannot be met with the soft‐
ware-based interactors of PAUIs. The USI types can be used to fulfill FINs directly or
with transformation functions (which are discussed later).

USI Type

Primitive USI

Command Primitive Value

File USI

Text USI

Numeric USI

Nonprimitive 
Value USI

Composite 
Value

Restricted 
Value

Select USI

Fig. 3. Hierarchical class diagram of the User-Sensible Input (USI) Types. Classes marked in
bold (Command, File, Text, Numeric, and Select USIs) are base USI types.

There are two categories of input in the USI model: Primitive and Nonprimitive USIs.
Primitive USIs are atomic inputs that cannot be subdivided further into multiple user-
sensible inputs. Nonprimitive USIs are composed of other Value USIs, and some are
included as base USIs, which must be supported by all UI generators because they are very
common in user interfaces.

A Primitive USI can be either a Command USI or a Primitive Value USI. The Command
USI directly fulfills the Command FIN as a request or command issued by the user. In UIs,
there are many ways by which users may issue a command: for example, they may click a
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button or menu item on the screen, press a shortcut key combination on a keyboard, make a
gesture or swipe on a touchscreen, or enter a command at a prompt.

The Primitive Value USI class is further subdivided into three types of input: File, Text,
and Numeric USIs. A File USI is a reference to a data file or an entity in a specific file that
a system needs as input. The File USI directly fulfills the Virtual Object FIN. A Text USI is
a string of character data that a system needs to function, and directly fulfills the Text FIN.
A Numeric USI is any rational number that can be represented in decimal form. With
appropriate transformations, Numeric USIs can be used to fulfill many types of Scalar FINs.

The USI Types are further extensible by creating Nonprimitive USIs in two ways: by
specifying validation rules which restrict the values of one of the base types (Restricted
Value USIs) or by defining Composite USIs which are composed of multiple Value USIs.
A Composite USI is a group of related Value USIs that can be used to model more complex
FIN types that can be decomposed into individual atomic values. For example, a system may
need a date in ISO 8601 extended format, such as “2009-04-04.” While the date could be
directly entered by the user in that form as a Text USI, in many cases, it would be better to
use a Composite USI with the date split into three atomic Primitive Value USIs: year,
month, and day.

Restricted Value USIs can be defined by restricting the values of Primitive Value USIs.
There are many ways of restricting values, but one of the most important and common
restrictions is enumerating all possible values so that users must select from that list—a
Select USI. A Select USI can fulfill a Simple Value FIN directly (e.g., selecting a mode from
a list) or through a name-value pair transformation function if that is more understandable
to users (e.g., a user picks names from a list which are then transformed to the database ID
numbers associated with each name). In mainstream UIs, there are many ways to make a
selection, including choosing an option from a drop-down menu, clicking radio buttons or
checkboxes on a form, keying a code for an item from a vending machine, or using a touch‐
tone phone to choose an option in an automated voice menu system.

Interface generators must at a minimum support all the base USI types. Interface gener‐
ators may also optionally support some extended USI types with specialized interactors,
especially for common types of entry with widely-used interface generators. For example,
a Date Composite USI (which contains the primitive USIs: year, month, and day), could
have its own interactor for some platforms and PAUIs. A specialized date-interactor might
look like a calendar picker for some users and a set of dropdown menus for others. Not all
generators will have specialized interactors for a given extended USI, however. In these
cases, users will use the interactors associated with the base USIs.

FIN & USI Characteristics. The FIN and USI models share the same characteristics,
which relate to the manner in which input must be provided to the system in order to be
accepted.

Input Cardinality and Order. Input cardinality is the count of the number of individual
object or value inputs that a system requires or allows. Minimum cardinality is the
minimum number of values/objects that are required for valid input. FIN/USI elements
with a minimum cardinality of 0 are optional. The maximum cardinality characteristic
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defines the maximum number of values or objects that can be input. For example, “Vote
for up to 5 candidates,” has a minimum cardinality of 0 and maximum cardinality of 5.

For multiple inputs, the order of the values may or may not be important to the system’s
functionality—the order dependent FIN/USI characteristic. For example, the order of input
is important if users are supposed to rank their choices or provide a two-dimensional path,
which is a series of XY values.

Input Time Dependence. Time dependence is an important characteristic of input that
can be applied to all FINs and USIs. Input is time dependent if the meaning or success
of the user’s input depends on when the input is submitted. If the same input submitted
at a different time or for a different length of time, yields a different effect, it is time
dependent. There are three types of time dependence: (1) none, where there is no time
dependence; (2) momentary, where only the moment of time at which the command is
activated or value is submitted is important; and (3) continuous, where values require
continuous control or adjustment.

Input Validity. To function properly, a system needs values that are valid. There are
many possible ways to validate data ranging from very simple rules to extraordinarily
complex algorithms that rely on formulas that relate multiple values and internal state
variables. From the system’s perspective, an invalid value simply needs to be replaced
by a valid one, but things are more complicated from the user’s perspective. Users need
to know the location of invalid values, what they did wrong, and what types of values
are expected. Note that validation properties may be different between a FIN and related
USIs where there is a transformation between different FIN and USI value domains.

Validation can always be handled by notifying the user what inputs have invalid values
with a helpful error message. However, it is better to prevent user input errors than to have
the users fix errors after making them [22]. Many interactors prevent users from entering
invalid data: for example, a slider widget does not allow a user to enter a value that is outside
of a defined range. Despite the practically infinite number of methods of validation, there
are some that are very common. Numeric values may be bounded by maximum and
minimum values and further validated by conforming to a fixed step size between subse‐
quent valid values. Text values may be validated by being compared to minimum or
maximum string lengths and to regular expression patterns. Enumeration, which forms the
Select USI base type, is a particularly common and important method of validation that
allows for convenient interactors that list the available choices.

FIN & USI Groups. All but the simplest user interfaces have groups or container
elements (such as screens, windows, dialog boxes, toolbars, tabs, and fieldsets) that are
used to structure and organize the elements. Some functionality requires several inputs
to be provided simultaneously—these are FIN groups. USI groups may also group
simultaneous input, but they can also provide structure to make a UI potentially less
cluttered and easier to understand and use. Groups can be nested to further organize the
input.

There are three types of groupings in the model. A semantic group is a USI-only group
that contains USI elements that are grouped in a logical manner to provide context and aid
understanding. A simultaneous group is a set of time-dependent FIN or USI elements that
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must all be available to the user at the same time. A submission group is a set of non-time-
dependent, value FIN or USI elements that must be submitted simultaneously to the system
at the same time for validation, processing, or other reasons. Both simultaneous groups and
semantic groups agglomerate elements that should be in the same interaction context (e.g.,
controls that must be on the screen at the same time or that make sense as a coherent
whole). In contrast, submission groups do not require all elements to be in the same inter‐
action context; the elements may instead be in a sequence, such a wizard interface, if that is
what a user needs or prefers.

USI Semantic Resources. The USI elements are input that a user understands.
However, a user also needs to know the purpose and context of their input. The func‐
tionality does not need these semantics, but users need them to understand an interface.
This information can be provided to users through semantic resources: instructions,
helpful error messages when invalid data is submitted, group titles, and input labels.
These semantic resources are task specific and may also be specific to a particular
language, culture, and output modality. Semantic resources for a USI element can
potentially be provided in multiple versions, which might have different lengths and
modalities (e.g., abbreviated text suitable for a small screen or dynamic braille; long,
descriptive text; and icons as labels). An interface generator could choose the most
appropriate resource from the multiple versions.

Labels and titles are an important way to help users understand the current context and
what input they are to provide. Labels are required in accessibility standards (e.g., [5, 18]).
Each USI element should have a label so the person knows the purpose of the element’s
input. A Composite USI must have a label for the composite and each Primitive Value USI
(e.g., “Birthday” for a date Composite USI and then “Year,” “Month,” and “Day” for the
primitive inputs).

Transformations: FIN-USI Relationships. A USI and a FIN may have a one-to-one
relationship or there may be multiple FINs or USIs that are related to each other. A USI
is sensible to users by definition; however, systems only understand the FIN-form of
input, which may or may not be the same as the USI form. A transformation layer is
necessary to convert one or more USIs to one or more FINs. It is envisioned that the
transformation layer would be provided by the manufacturers, but third parties could
potentially define alternative transformation functions from USIs to FINs. The trans‐
formation layer is not a new concept; in software, it is common to check, transform, and
normalize user input into something that is useful to the system.

There are several possible relationships between FIN and USI elements. With a direct
relation, the USI is the same as the FIN (identity transformation). Other USIs and FINs may
have a one-to-one relationship but require a transformation from one value domain to the
other. Many-to-one relationships are also possible. In the most frequent case, multiple USIs
may be transformed and combined into a single FIN (e.g., the components of a date into a
single date entity in the proper format). It is also possible that a single Text USI be parsed
to fulfill several FINs, although parsing may be problematic if the user’s input is not in the
expected form. It is also possible to define multiple, alternative USIs to fulfill a FIN. An
interface generator would pick the one that is the best fit for the user. For example, a system
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might internally represent time in a 24-hour format: one USI might be the original 24-hour
format while an alternative USI might allow for 12-hour time entry with an AM or PM
designation.

3.3 Application of the FIN-USI Model

The two-sided nature of the FIN-USI model makes explicit the separation between the input
needs of systems’ functionality and what the user must do to provide those inputs. The USI-
side of the model may be used as a base vocabulary of modality-independent inputs for an
abstract UI. The USI elements can straightforwardly be applied to typical form input
widgets found in GUIs. The USI model can also be used to describe other types of input that
do not fit into a form fill-in interaction style. See Table 1 for examples of the USI model
applied to different types of input.

Table 1. The USI model applied to various user inputs.

Input or task GUI widgets USI type Card. Min. Card. Max. Order Dep. Time Dep.
Form input: Text
GUI: single & multi-line text fields,
command line prompt

Text 0 or 1 1 – None

Form input: Numeric
GUI: text box, spinner, or slider

Number 0 or 1 1 – None

Form input: single selection
GUI: drop-down list, listbox, or
radio buttons

Select 0 or 1 1 – None

Form input: multiple selection
GUI: multi-select listbox or
checkboxes

Select n1 (n1 ≥ 0) n2 (n2 ≥ 2,
n2 ≥ n1,)

False None

Form input: Date (YYYY-MM-
DD)
GUI: text field, text fields & drop-
downs set, or calendar picker

Composite:
Number, Select,
Number

0 or 1 1 – None

Drawing program: Path of
xy-coordinates

Composite:
Number, Number

1 ∞ True None

Teleconferencing: Hand-raising
functionality

Command – – – Momentary

Live auction: Bidding Number 1 1 – Momentary
Voting: Select up to 3 candidates Select 0 3 False None
Voting: Select & rank up to 3
candidates (rank voting system)

Select 0 3 True None

Basic driving: simultaneous
control over (1) wheel angle,
(2) brake pressure, & (3) throttle.

Simultaneous
group: Number,
Number, Number

1, 1, 1 1, 1, 1 – Continuous
(×3)

For each example, the table lists the USI Type along with the USI characteristics: cardinality minimum, cardinality maximum, order dependence,
and time dependence.

3.4 Inherent Task-Related Barriers to Access

It has been recognized that certain types of tasks cannot currently be made accessible
to people across disabilities [40]. With current technology, we do not know yet how to
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create interfaces or interactors that allow access to some kinds of input, for example
time-dependent input.

Time dependence can be one of the main barriers to accessibility. With some forms
of input (such as scanning), there is no known way for users to provide the input in the
expected time frame with the expected level of accuracy, especially when input is time
dependent in a continuous manner. These barriers may be caused by a wide variety of
factors that cannot easily be mitigated by changing an interface’s interactors. Some
people move more slowly than average because of physical disabilities. Those who must
use an interface in which they navigate and step through options are typically slower
than those who can directly select options or commands with a mouse or touchscreen.
Some people might be using interaction styles that have their own time dependence
(such as automatic scanning interfaces) and they cannot generate input at any arbitrary
rate. Getting information through speech output or reading braille is inherently slower
in many situations than looking at a screen and reading text.

The need for simultaneous input (i.e., FIN/USI simultaneous groupings of inputs)
can also be a barrier to accessibility. These interactions are time-dependent and also
require a person to manipulate two or more controls at the same time. Some people can
only easily manipulate one control at a time because of paralysis or other physical disa‐
bilities. Other people can only focus on one task and control at a time and would have
difficulty trying to coordinate interactions with multiple controls.

4 Comparison to Existing Models

Existing models for the generation of user interfaces cover basic form and data entry inter‐
faces well. However, they have poor coverage of other forms of input. The FIN-USI model
was created to address this systematic shortcoming. Table 2 is a comparison of several UI
models. The USI model has fewer base input types than other models, which was a
conscious decision (Goal 3). Having more input types is both a benefit and a liability: more
differentiation potentially allows for finer control and tuning of interfaces to fit particular
types of input, but it also increases the number of interactors that must be created in order
to support the differentiated input. For people with uncommon disabilities and for those who
need novel methods of interaction, it is likely that relatively few interactors will be avail‐
able or be created. The number of types is not the main difference of note between the USI
and other models however.

The set of FIN-USI characteristics are a novel contribution of the model. Most other
models allow for multiple selections, but, except for UsiXML and limited HTML input
elements, the models do not allow for multiple inputs (i.e., cardinality maximums greater
than 1) of arbitrary data. The order of multiple input values (the order dependence char‐
acteristic) may be important in some cases. Only the UsiXML abstract user interface
model [39] captured this consideration, but only for a specific array datatype. The time-
dependence of an input is also an important consideration which may preclude some
interactors and indicate others. The other models do not natively support timed input
except implicitly with a command, trigger, or button input that could be used to invoke
a command or submit values at a point in time. Timed input can potentially be added to
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some interfaces with scripting (e.g., JavaScript in HTML). However, this does not add
these time dependencies to the UI model. Without these time dependencies in the UI
model, a UI generator would be unable to choose interactors most appropriate to the
needs of both the user and the system’s functionality.

The two sides of the FIN-USI model also make explicit that users and systems may
have different needs. Other models (except for the Common Access Profile) tend to take
for granted that the input required by the functionality is already in a user-sensible form.
In reality, systems may require input that is not user-understandable in raw form. This
model underscores that transformation steps may be required for some input to be
understandable to both users and systems.

Table 2. A comparison of selected interface models.

Model Comments Input elements in model Cardinality
support

Order
Dep.
support

Time
Dep.
support

HTML 5 [30] A few of the input elements in
HTML are redundant and serve
the same purpose.

26 input elements / 0 /

WAI-ARIA 1.0
[32]

WAI ARIA specifies non-
abstract input roles that can
annotate controls. States and
properties can be applied to
modify their features.

12 input roles / 0 /

XForms 1.1 [31] XForms has a limited number of
core input elements, but may rely
on additional extended
datatypes, which are not
specified in XForms.

9 core input form control
elements

/ 0 /

XML Schema
datatypes [34]

While not a standard for UI
models, the XML Schema
Datatypes are used in other
specifications, such as that of
URC (ISO/IEC: 24752:2014)

44 built-in datatypes / 0 0

UsiXML AUI
model [41]

UsiXML has many layers.
Applicable abstract UI layer
components are considered here.

13 abstract input interaction
units

X / /

PUC [42] The PUC specification language
was designed to support UI
generation for appliances.

8 inputs 0 0 /

SUPPLE [43] The focus of the SUPPLE project
was not on modeling UIs but on
generating GUIs from a
declarative model.

7 primitive inputs / 0 /

USI A USI input element is fully
specified by a base input (or
composites) and its
characteristics.

6 base inputs X X X

Key: X = complete support, / = partial support, 0 = no support for the characteristic.
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5 Summary of User Testing

A user study with participants who were blind or blindfolded was conducted to compare
interfaces that were automatically generated from the FIN-USI model against both
physical interfaces and mobile-device-based interfaces that were manually-created by
manufacturers. The experimental design and results are detailed in an accompanying
paper (Part 2, in this volume), but are summarized here.

Two FIN-USI interface generators were created, both of which created self-voicing
interfaces for a mobile PAUI device for people who could not see. Participants tried
different interactors for various USI types and chose their favorite interactors. The inter‐
face generator then used each participant’s favorite interactors to generate personalized
interfaces for two products: a copier and a thermostat. As part of a factorial experiment,
participants tried a series of tasks on four interfaces: the physical interface of the prod‐
ucts, a manufacturer-created interface for a mobile device used in conjunction with a
screen reader, and the two self-voicing auto-generated interfaces.

With a study of 24 participants (12 blind and 12 blindfolded), all the measured
usability metrics indicated that participants were better with the FIN-USI auto-generated
interfaces than either of the manufacturer-created ones—including one (the web-based
interface for the copier) that was specifically designed to be used in conjunction with
screen readers. Participants were successful more often, and felt that tasks were easier
on the auto-generated interfaces. Participants also rated the auto-generated interfaces as
significantly more usable and preferred over either of the manufacturer-created ones
(including the one specifically designed by the manufacturer for use without sight).

6 Conclusion

There has been significant work done in the field of model-based UI generation.
However, the complexity and general inadequacy of current UI models have hindered
their real-world usage, which would have benefits for people with disabilities. Complex
models make both the creation of product-specific abstract UIs and the creation of
specialized interface generators more complex. Furthermore, models are inadequate
when they cannot cover the range of inputs that devices require. The FIN-USI model is
a simpler model of input that builds on existing work by proposing a set of characteristics
that can be applied to different input types to support more paradigms of input. A simpler-
to-implement, yet broader application model, such as the FIN-USI model, may be more
attractive to industry. Furthermore, the USI model might itself be used as a base abstract
user interface model for input to a system, or the concepts may be used in the develop‐
ment of new or revised abstract UI modeling languages.
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